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Alfalfa (2n=4x=32) was first hybridized with M.arborea (2n=4x=32) with 
electrofusion of somatic cells by Nenz et al. 1996 (cited in Reference).  The near 
8x somatic hybrids were sterile.  Now, we report sexual hybrids that are near 4x 
and have sufficient fertility for gene transfer.  Alfalfa pollinated with M.arborea in 
general does not produce hybrids, but two alfalfa male sterile sources produced 
hybrids the last three years.  Hybrid frequency is low, about one per 100 flowers 
pollinated on the two sources.  AFLP analysis has shown that bands unique to 
the M.arborea parent are present in the hybrids, but that not all the M.arborea 
genome is transferred to the hybrids, with bands unique to the M.sativa parent 
predominating.  The hybrids differ greatly in morphology and fertility, possibly due 
to different degrees of chromosome elimination involving both genomes.  Hybrids 
tend to produce a small amount of pollen.  Female fertility of hybrids is about half 
that of alfalfa when crossed with alfalfa, and less when crossed with each other.  
Nonetheless, this is ample fertility for research including gene transfer to alfalfa.  
Between 1986 and 2003 a dozen different male sterile alfalfa clones were hand 
pollinated with M.arborea in the winter greenhouse at Madison, WI.  Some 
aborted seeds were produced, but no hybrids.  Then in 2003, alfalfa clone MBms 
produced twelve seeds after several hundred crosses.  Clone MBms is from a 
cross of a Magnum III male sterile plant X a Blazer XL maintainer.  The twelve 
seeds produced one self, one maternal haploid, and ten plants with various 
hybrid characteristics (see Reference).  M.arborea is winter active, as are 
M.sativa-arborea derivatives.  The general biology and cultivated potential of 
these materials are being evaluated in Australia, Italy, and North America.  
Hybrid derivatives survived the recent mild winter in Wisconsin, and biomass of 
spring growth was impressive.  Regrowth after cutting will be examined for the 
first time in 2006, as will quality.  M.arborea is a very long-lived perennial, and 
the impact of this in hybrid derivatives will be interesting.  Seedlings and clones 
of the hybrid materials are very strong and easy to manage.  In the F2 and Syn-1 
generations, segregations for flower color, leaf shape, and pod and seed 
characteristics could be due to aneuploidy as well as genetic segregations due to 
intergenomic  chromosome pairing.  Additional information is reported in the 
reference, but many issues need to be studied in future research. 
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